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A b s t r a c t . The task of color cell im-
age segmentation is considered. Overview 
of cell image segmentation algorithms is 
given. A new homogeneity and color char-

"acteristics histogram based algorithm of 
color cell image segmentation is proposed. 
It includes a modified edge detection algo-
rithm based on Sobel operator and the pro-
cedure of RGB-HSV transformation that 
was applied to decrease number of oper-
ations and increase the segmentation qual-
by. 

[ e y w o r d s . Biomedical images, seg-
mentation. image processing. 

In t roduct ion 

objective analysis of biomedical (cytological 
histological) images has been the subject 

ch for many years. One of the most 

difficult fields in biomedical image analysis is 
automated extraction and classification of cells. 
This task can be divided into four sub-tasks: 
(1) the isolation of single cells, cell clusters and 
clumps as well as artifacts, (2) the segmentation 
of the cell image into cells, nucleus and cyto-
plasm, (3) the extraction of cell features such as . 
size and density of the nucleus and cytoplasm, 
grey level extrema, fractal dimension, texture 
parameters and shape measures, and (4) the use 
of these features to classify the cell as normal or 
abnormal. 

However, due to a complex nature of biomed-
ical images, it is practically impossible to se-
lect or develop automatic segmentation methods 
that can be applied for any type of these images. 
That is why most of the papers consider partic-
ular features of cell images and methods of their 
segmentation [1.2]. The results also depend on a 
cell image quality and when difference between 
cell or nuclear (kernel) and background is small, 
most of the methods do not work. 
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Many segmentation methods have been devel-
oped during last decades but neither of these 
methods is universal and there is no general 
solution of image segmentation problem to get 
wholly satisfactory results for all types of images. 

The developed segmentation methods can be 
roughly divided into the following groups [3]. 
The more often used approaches are based on 
thresholding, morphological operations and 
edge detection operations. Another quite a 
big group of algorithms is based on snakes 
and Hough transform. And the third group of 
approaches that are quite rare used are based 
on Neural networks and Fourier transform. 
Many new developed algorithms are based 
on the combination of the thresholding, edge 
detection, thinning, etc. Overview of cell image 
segmentation approaches is given in Section 
3.We believe that a substantial part of cell 
image segmentation process can be built up 
with a suitable combination of them. 

Color gives own specifics in biomedical images 
and makes segmentation much more difficult. 
Overview of color image segmentation ap-
proaches is given in Section [3]. 

One of the most perspective directions for color 
image segmentation task investigation is to 
combine the algorithms of different approaches 
used conception of statistical homogeneity [7]. 

In this paper, we analyse existed algorithms for 
color cell image segmentation and develop an ap-
proach based on sequential homogeneity, color 
and intensity histogram processing. The devel-
oped algorithm uses advantages of HSV color 
reasoning from the fact that hue reflects subjec-
tive color suitable for human eyes and allow to 
identify objects under shade, shadow and high-
lights independently of dominated component 
in RGB-space. To reduce processing time, two 
stages of the algorithm are modified: edge detec-
tion and RGB-HSV transformation. 

2 Biomedical images 

Biomedical images have usually a quite compli-
cated structure. They can contain cells, fibers, 
vessels and other objects. Moreover, one object 
in the image may be a component of another. 
The majority of objects on biomedical images 
has low contrast and they are characterized by 
various geometrical and optical characteristics. 

The general biomedical image is formed by the 
various fragments of a fabric consisting of groups 
of homogeneous cells or fibres. These fragments 
are the objects interesting for researchers, and 
frequently have textural character. 

In biomedical images, the ratio of intensified 
characteristics of a background and objects 
is usually important. More often emptiness, 
very fine cells, fibres, any particles form a 
background. Images of the structures creating 
a background are so small that their gray-scale 
images form a smooth surface. 

Cells, fibres and vessels can be classified by using 
their shape and structure. The cell shape can be 
treated as almost round-shaped (circular-based 
primitive) and not elongated. The cell structure 
is characterized by its nuclear and nuclease 
(kernels7) position. Another important cell 
feature is its position in a tissue. 

Examples of some biomedical images are shown 
in Figure 1. 

Methods that should be selected for seg-
mentation of a cell in a tissue depend on 
image gray-scale characteristics of cells and 
background, and their correlation. By these 
characteristics, cell images can be divided into 
three following groups: 

1. Images containing cells of one type, and cell 
gray values are different from background 
values (Fig.Id). This is the simplest case. 
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2. Image containing cells of one type where cell 
gray values are changed monotonically and 
can be equal to background pixels in some 
cases (Figlc). 

3. Image containing various cells and object 
types (vessels, noise) (Fig.la.b). 

Pixels can have any value. Depending on the 
image complexity different segmentation algo-
rithms can be chosen 

*m ..m 
• Ч И Н Ш А 

d) 

Figure 1: Example histological images: a) neural 
fibers in cross section, b) Neuron of a human 
brain, c) human liver cells, d) cells of blood with 
radioisotope labels. 

3 Cell image segmentat ion ap-
proaches 

There are various approaches to segment 
biomedical images. We shall try to classify and 
briefly describe them. However, we can not give 
all references and shall give only representatives 
for each approach. 

Mathematical morphology. One of the most 
popular approaches for cell image segmentation 
is based on mathematical morphology. Many 
morphology-based algorithms for cell segmen-
tation have been proposed [8-10]. Thus, paper 
[10] proposes an iterative morphological algo-
rithm for segmentation of textured cell images 
encountered in cytology. The. initial image 
segmentation is determined by classifying the 
image local variation information obtained with 
dilation and erosion operations. A median fLter 
is then used to smooth the initially segmented 
image. A modified median filter is applied 
subsequently to correct possible classification 
errors inside the cells. The modified median 
filter can clear small regions of misclassiiied 
pixels while avoiding significant changes to the 
cell profiles. An erosion operation is finally used 
to restore the cell regions. 

Edge detection. Edge detection approaches 
for gray-scale biomedical images are probably 
the oldest ones. Traditionally, edge-based seg-
mentation can be divided into two independent 
stages: edge detection and edge linking. The 
obtained edges are used to determine the cell 
location and contour model is further used 
to select the set of edges involved in this cell 
location. In paper [11], authors propose a new 
edge-based potential aimed at the elimination 
of local minima due to undesired edges. The 
new approach integrates knowledge about :he 
features of the desired boundaries apart from 
gradient strength and uses a new method 
to eliminate local minima, which makes she 
segmentation less sensitive to initial contours. 

Snakes. Classical snake models are edge-
oriented and work well if the target objects 
have distinct gradient values. This is not always 
true in biomedical imagery, which makes ;he 
model very dependent on initial conditions, 
This approach was applied for biomedical image 
segmentation and has positive results but suffer 
from the well-known drawbacks of initialisation 

к 
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and minimisation. In paper [12] authors show 
that a Viterbi search-based dual active contour 
algorithm that is able to overcome many of 
these problems and achieve over 99% accurate 
segmentation on a database of 20 130 Pap 
stained cell images. 

Neural networks. Neural networks started 
recently be used for cell segmentation. Paper 
[13] presents a method for automatic segmenta-
tion of sputum cells with color images based on 
a Hopfield neural network. The segmentation 
problem is formulated as a minimization of an 
energy function constructed with two terms, 
the cost-term as a sum of squared errors, and 
the second term a temporary noise added to 
the network as an excitation to escape certain 
local minima with the result of being closer to 
the global minimum. To increase the accuracy 
in segmenting the regions of interest, a pre-
classification technique is used to extract the 
sputum cell regions within the color image and 
remove those of the debris cells. The former 
is then given with the raw image to the input 
of Hopfield neural network to make a crisp 
segmentation by assigning each pixel to label 
such as background, cytoplasm, and nucleus. 
Paper [14] shows the algorithm for recognition 
of overlapping cells, and the improvement of 
recognizing adjoining cells by using the neural 
network. Initial values of the neural network are 
given to prevent form stacking in local minimum 
by the genetic algorithm. 

Fourier transform. In spite of time-consuming 
computation, Fourier transform is also used for 
cell segmentation. In paper [15], an iterative cell 
image segmentation algorithm using short-time 
Fourier transform magnitude vectors as class 
features is presented. The cluster centroids 
of the magnitude vectors are obtained by 
the K-means clustering method and used as 
representative class features. The initial image 
segmentation classifies only those image pixels 
whose surrounding closely matches a class 

centroid. The subsequent procedure iteratively 
classifies the remaining image pixels by com-
bining their spatial distance from the regions 
already segmented and the similarities between 
their corresponding magnitude vectors and the 
cluster centroids. 

Hough transform. The motivation in select-
ing the Hough transform as a means for locating 
nuclei is its ability to reveal any 'round' objects 
in an image. In paper [16], a fast method for 
detecting ellipses, and hence circles, is proposed. 
This method was applied to a number of typical 
cervical smear images. The inherent robustness 
of the Hough transform when dealing with 
obscured or deformed shapes resulted in few 
nuclei being missed, and some were detected 
which were not instantly obvious to the naked 
eye. The transform failed only in cases of severe 
deformation, or when nuclei had an eccentricity 
well outside the sought-after range. In paper 
[17], authors propose a multistage segmentation 
method for the isolation of cell nuclei in such 
images. In the first stage the compact Hough 
transform (CHT) is used to determine possible 
locations of the nuclei. The authors then define 
a likelihood function, which enables them to 
perform an optimization procedure based on the 
maximization of this function. Global gray-level 
histogram information is used in the algorithm 
to reduce the amount of computation and to 
reject unwanted artifacts. 

Thresholding. Thresholding-based ap-
proaches are one of the more old, often used and 
simple approaches for cell image segmentation. 
Flexible and adaptive thresholds are required 
to consider variation in gray level intensities 
of the background and of the cell. Paper [18] 
evaluated three different methods of threshold 
determination: 1) A statistical procedure, which 
uses the interclass entropy maximisation of the 
gray level histogram. The iterative algorithm 
can be used for multi-threshold segmentation. 
The contribution of iteration step *i: is 2/sup 
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i-1 / number of thresholds; 2) A numerical 
approach, which detects local minima in the 
gray level histogram. The algorithm must be 
tailored and optimized for specific applications 
like cell recognition with two different thresholds 
for cell nuclei and cell cytoplasm segmentation; 
3) An artificial neural network, which is trained 
with learning sets of image histograms and 
the corresponding interactively determined 
thresholds. 

Deformable templates. Many deformable 
models have been proposed in literature in which 
only one object is present and/or initialization 
is performed by hand that is not always conve-
nient. Paper [19] presents an automatic method, 
based on the deformable template approach, 
for cell image segmentation under severe noise 
conditions. A cell extraction methodology is 
defined in three processes: 1) obtain evidence 
from the image about the location of the cells; 
2) use this evidence to calculate an elliptical 
approximation of these locations; and 3) refine 
cell boundaries using locally deforming models. 

Color cell image segmentation. Color 
became an important feature in cell image 
segmentation. Besides of gray-scale image 
segmentation approaches, for color image seg-
mentation the following approaches are used 
[3.4]: 

- image analysis based on object characteristics; 

- histogram analysis of color characteristics in 
different color spaces; 

- using of new color spaces or combining existed 
ones. 

Object extraction by its physical characteristics 
can be used on minor number of images because 
algorithms of this approach find regions of dif-
ferent materials only (metal, plastic, etc) and 
they are quite computationally expensive. Seg-

mentation of real scenes and medical images us-
ing these methods gives usually poor results [4]. 
Histogram analyzing methods are widely used 
for segmentation especially gray level images. 
In case of color images, the situation becomes 
more complicated because color image histogram 
is represented in a three-dimensional space [5]. 
Therefore choosing an appropriate threshold on 
such a histogram is not a trivial job [6]. Inten-
tionally simplifying this situation, a method of 
edge detection for every channel is used. The ob-
vious disadvantage of such approach is not color 
but gray level image processing per se. Combi-
nation of existed color systems and new system is 
proposed in papers [20,22]. Paper [20] proposes 
a set of effective algorithms to automatically de-
tect lung cancer cells in the cytological color im-
age of sputum smears. To increase the stability 
and efficiency of the detection of the cancer cells, 
a hierarchical processing architecture is adopted 
for the segmentation and recognition. For seg-
mentation, RGB space and Lab space are com-
bined to segment cells. By this .method, both ;he 
nucleus and cytoplasm of cancer cells can be sep-
arated from background. Then, the candidate 
cancer cells are selected using some morpholog-
ical features of nuclei, the purpose of this si;ep 
is to pick out most of the non-cancer cells and 
leave a few doubtful cells for further verification., 
therefore improving the efficiency of the whole 
recognition process. As the last step, for all the 
candidate cells, some statistic parameters in dif-
ferent color space are calculated, which are used 
as features for recognition. In paper [22], a new 
colour system is proposed to segment histological 
cell images. The system is called PHS. where P is 
a vector of color distance, H is a hue (chromatic-
ity), S is a relative saturation. This coordinate 
system allows taking into account specificity of 
histological images. Segmentation of cytologi-
cal images by choosing appropriate color com-
ponents is considered in paper [6]. Several algo-
rithms are proposed: by putting bounds to color 
space, by HSV transformation, and by indepen-
dent analysis of color components. As one can 
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see. all algorithms try to take into account max-
imum specifics of processed images. In our al-
gorithm. together with image specifics, we anal-
yse combination of color and object homogeneity 
characteristics. 

4 Comparison of approaches 

Advantages and disadvantages of these tech-
niques are summarised in Table 1. 
From point of view of frequency with which 
different techniques have been used in various 
biomedical image interpretation system, we can 
say that the more often used approaches are 
based on thresholding, morphological operations 
and edge detection. Another quite a big group 
of algorithms is based on snakes and Hough 
transform. And the third group of approaches 
that are rare used are based on Neural networks 
and Fourier transform. Many new developed al-
gorithms are based on the combination of the 
thresholding, edge detection, thinning, etc. We 
believe that a substantial part of cell image seg-
mentation process can be built up with a suit-
able combination of them. However, some pe-
culiar techniques will always be necessary for 
accessing the whole informative content of cell 
images. Consequently, it is hard to clearly an-
swer the question whether general techniques for 
cell extraction are actually available, or the state 
of the art in this field is rather a collection of 
domain-dependent algorithms. In spite of fast 
development of this area, several problems seem 
to be still open. How to correctly evaluate the 
result of segmentation? What errors can be al-
lowed in the result of segmentation? Should er-
rors be grouped according to their type? Among 
the many algorithms that are in use for cell im-
age segmentation, which are the best for each 
biomedical image type? Several of them are al-
ready well established as regards the obtainable 
results and could be applied in different contexts. 
To what extent are they transportable from one 
image type to another? 

5 Segmentat ion a lgor i thm 
based on homogeneity and 
color characterist ics his-
togram 

The developed segmentation algorithm includes 
the following stages: 
- calculation of statistical homogeneity values 
including calculation of standard deviation and 
discontinuity; 
- homogeneity histogram building; 
- homogeneity histogram thresholding to find 
uniform regions; 
- RGBHSV transformation to obtain hue values 
and hue histogram building for each region 
found on the previous step; 
- hue histogram thresholding; 
- image region merging. 

Calculation of statistical homogeneity. 

Statistical homogeneity is calculated as a com-
position of standard deviation and intensity dis-
continuity [24]: 

hij — 1 — gijGij, 

where: 

( i ) 

с7ij and g t j - normalized values of standard 
deviation and discontinuity, respectively, 
and 0 < i < M - 1 , 0 < j < N - 1 ; 
Iij - current pixel intensity in an image (M x N): 
tuff - window (d x d) centered at pixel being 
processed for calculation of standard deviation: 
J f j - window (t x t) centered at pixel being 
processed for calculation of discontinuitv. 

The standard deviation describes contrast in 
local region limits: 

сTij = d'2 

i+(d-l)/2 
£ 

m=i—(d—1)/2 

j+(d-1)/2 
£ (Imn-^j)2 (: 

n=j-(d- l)/2 
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Table 1: Summary of techniques for cell image segmentation 

Technique Advantages Disadvantages Types of objects 
to be processed 

Time pro-
cessing-

Mathematical 
morphology 

Fast, easy to im-
plement 

For simple 
enough images 

Cells, nucleus of 
cells, vessels and 
fibers in longitu-
dinal and cross 
section 

Fast, 
medium 

Edge detection Simple and fast For simple 
enough images 

Cells, vessels and 
fibers in cross sec-
tion 

Fast 

Snakes Precise cell ex-
traction 

Problem of ini-
tialization and 
mini-mization of 
energy function 

Cells, nucleus of 
cells, vessels and 
fibers in cross sec-
tion 

Medium, 
long 

Neural networks Classification 
time is fast 

Necessity to have 
training data 

Cells, nucleus of 
cells, vessels and 
fibers in longitu-
dinal and cross 
section (only spe-
cific objects) 

Long-

Fourier transform Precise segmenta-
tion 

High computa-
tional cost 

Cells, nucleus of 
cells, vessels and 
fibers in longitu-
dinal and cross 
section (only spe-
cific objects) 

Long 

Hough transform Good segmenta-
tion with clutter, 
occlusion and 
non- random 
noise 

High computa-
tional cost and 
need of precise 
description of 
cells 

Cells, vessels 
in cross section 
(only specific 
objects) 

Long 

Thresholding Simple and fast For simple 
enough images 

Only contrast im-
ages 

Fast 

Deformable tem-
plates 

Fast and robust Initialization 
problem 

Cells, nucleus of 
cells, vessels and 
fibers in cross sec-
tion 

Medium, 
long 
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where: 
/iij - mean intensity of gray-level image in 
window сjj^. 

Since color can be represented as mean of three 
components (red, green, blue), average lumi-
nance of the tristimulus can be used as the in-
tensity of current pixel (i, j). 
Discontinuity characterizes harsh drops of inten-
sity in image and is calculated by using edge op-
erator transforming gray level image to gradient 
image with forced boundaries: 

where and - partial derivatives of intensity 
function in orthogonal directions. 

Gradient image finding fast a lgor i thm. 
As a discrete analog of expression (3) the follow-
ing equation can be used [23]: 

G(m,n) = у d\{m, n) - f d ^ m . n ) (4) 

where G(m.n) m ,n = 0,1,, iV — 1 - gradient 
image. 

Simplified computational modification is given 
by: 

G(m,n) = \di(m, n)\ + |сЬ(т,п) | (5) 

where dl(rn.n) and d2(m,n) - partial deriva-
tives estimations of intensity function of the pixel 
(m,n), computed as: 

di(m,n) = [f{m - Ln - 1) -f 2/(m,n- 1) + 
+/(m + l I n - l ) ] - [ / ( m - l , n + l) 
+2/(m,n + l ) + / ( m + l ,n + l)] 

(6) 
d2(m,n) = [/(m + l , n - l ) + 2/(m + l,n) + 
+/(m + l ,n + l ) ] - [ / ( m - l , n - l ) 
+2/(m - l.n) + /(m - l ,n + 1)]. 

/ (m, n) - pixel intensity. 

This algorithm needs 15(M-2)(N-2) arithmetical 
operations. VVe suggest to divide the com-
putation of dl(m, n) and d2(m.n) into two 
stages: firstly to calculate intermediate sums 
and differences and then find d l (m.n) and 
d2(m, rt). 

As a result of mathematical transformations. 
dl(m,n) and d2(m,n) in (6) are represented by 
the following expressions: 

di = 2 [/(m, n - 1) - / (m , n + 1)] + 
+ 5n_i —•5n+i; (7) 

d2 = 2Rn + i?n_i — i?n+l, 

where 
Sn-1 = /(яг + 1, n - 1) + f{m - 1, n - 1); 
Rn-i = f{m + l , n - 1) - f(m - l,n - 1); 
Sn = f{m+ l , n ) + f(m - l ,n) ; 
Дп-i = Д™ + l ,n ) - / ( m - l ,n) ; 
S n + i = f(m + 1, n + 1 ) 4 - / ( m - 1, n + 1): 
Дп_1 - f(m + l,n + 1) - /(m — l,n+l). 

As can be seen from (7), it is necessary to cal-
culate three sums and three differences to find 
G(m, n) (Sn will be used for the next iterations). 
However, for G(m. n + 1) only one sum and one 
difference are needed: 

Sn+i = f{m + 1, n + 2) + / ( m - L n + 2); 
Rn+i = /(яг + 1,7i + 2) — / ( m — 1, n + 2); 

•Sn — ^n+i; i?n = Rn-(_i. 

Thus, general number of calculations is (M-
2)(10N-16), and such approach essentially 
reduces amount of operations (especially for 
large N and M). 

Homogenei ty h i s tog ram building. 
After the normalization of expression (1) 
operands, all homogeneity values in any image 
area are in the interval [0.1] that is convenient 
to construct the histogram. 
It follows from (1), that the more uniform 
the region surrounding a pixel is. the larger 
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the homogeneity value this pixel has, so it is 
rationally to build the homogeneity histogram 
via its average intensity. Therefore the larger 
the histogram peak is, the more homogeneity 
region has. Thus we can define the homogeneous 
regions distribution by intensity of pixels from 
these regions. 

However, not all pixels should be taken into ac-
count because some pixels are not from uniform 
regions and they should not be on histogram. 
Therefore there is a need to carry out a filtra-
tion process and to exclude a not uniform pixels, 
which means that we should not take pixels with 
homogeneity less than some experimentally set 
threshold level (T = 0.9): 

M N 
hist1 {i) = ] г E м л , M f ) > T (9) 

2=0 j = 0 

where 0 < I < 255. 

It is essential to normalize values hist'(I) after 
filtration. So, new histogram values will be: 

hist(I) = 
hisHjl) 

(10) 

where hfyj}2 - mean of homogeneity of the 
interval [hist(Ii), hist(Io)}' 

Using homogeneity histogram we can rep-
resent initial image as an array of uniform 
regions with some intensity decomposition 
{po = 0,pi,pi, . . . ,Рт-ъРт = 255}. Been aware 
of the fact that we have a number of uniform 
regions in terms of pixels intensity, it is possible 
to analyze each region for uniformity in terms 
of hue. 

RGB HSV transformation. On the 
next stage of the algorithm, the RGB-HSV 
transformation should be performed, i.e. color 
is to be expressed with hue color characteristics. 
The disadvantage of HSV-based methods is 
the nonlinear nature of transformations [4,24], 
which means that some pixels could not be 
converted from one space to another dv.e to 
the definition interval of tangent. We suggest 
to use another way of converting from FIGB 
to HSV, which considerably increases speed of 
color image processing and excludes occasion 
of appearing pixels with color not from the 
RGB-cube after changing of pixel characteristics 
(hue, saturation). 

where hist'max(I) = max{h is t \ I ) } , 0 < I < 255. The hue finding algorithm consists of two steps: 

Homogeneity histogram thresholding. 

On the stage of thresholding after normaliza-
tion, it is necessary to remove insignificant peaks 
in order to get a correct segmentation results. 
Threshold equal to 0,005 have been experimen-
tally set. Then, if the distance between two 
neighbour peaks less than 15. smaller one to 
be removed. In the same way the smaller peak 
should be removed if the valley for two neigh-
bours is not deep. i.e. following condition is hold 
true: 

hhJ2 Lavg 
{hist(Ii) + hist(l2))/2 

> 0.75, ( И ) 

1. Finding of subsidiary coordinate system 
R'G'B': 

pi _ Ml—R . D/ _ Ml-В . (-M _ .V/l-G  л ~ Ml-M2'n ~ M1-M2~ M1-M2' 

Ml = m&x{R,G,B}, Ml = min {i?, G, B} 

2. Calculation of hue under the conditions: 

H — 5 + B' if R = M1,G = M2 
H = 1 + B! if G = Ml , В = M2 
H = 1 - G' if R. = Ml. В = M2 
Я = 3 + G' if В = Ml. R = M2: 
H = 3 - B' if G = Ml, R - M2 
H = 5 — R' if В = Ml, G = M2. 

(12) 

(13) 
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Then, to build the hue histogram it is useful to 
normalize hue values for each of the homoge-
neous regions on the homogeneity histogram. 

Hue histogram thresholding. Thresholding 
of hue histogram is performed to reveal signif-
icant peaks. New color is then generated by 
averaging RGB values of all pixels from the 
same interval on the hue histogram. 

Region merging. Appearing of pixels with 
similar color belonged to different regions stip-
ulates the necessity of the merging procedure. 
The most suitable way to analyze pixels be-
longing to the same region is to determine the 
color difference by the Euclidian distance [1]. 
The result of the procedure can depend on 
color space and Euclidian distance approxima-
tion (city, chess). So, CIE color spaces are most 
convenient to measure color differences due to 
their sensitivity to small color changes. Re-
gions with minimal color difference are consid-
ered first. If this minimum value is smaller than 
some found threshold Tmj average RGB-values 
are calculated i.e. the merging procedure is car-
ried out. Threshold Tm is represented as: 

Tm = fJ,D — & D (14) 

where: fip - mean of color differences of all к 
regions and ар - standard deviation computed 
from: 

а о = 

i-t 
(15) 

2=1 

t is a total number of color differences equal to 
k(k - l ) /2 . Di - ith color difference. 
This merging procedure is repeated until there 
are no regions with color differences smaller than 
the threshold Tm. Thus, the final result of the 
segmentation is a set of the regions with its own 
color. 

6 Exper imenta l resul ts 

Medical images in RGB-format of thyroid gland 
("Nucleil""Nuclei5") have been processed in 
experiments. Each of the color channels takes 
8 bits and has the intensity range from 0 to 
255. The result of the segmentation should be 
the decreased number of colors and qualita-
tive extraction of objects - nuclei cells. Our 
algorithm allows obtaining different results 
determining significant hue histogram peaks by 
using different thresholds values. By decreasing 
of colors in image, the merging procedure also 
affects to the final result of segmentation. 

Fig 1. demonstrates the result of processing 
after threshold setting used in (11) and merging 
stage. The information about number of colors 
in image on different stages of the algorithm is 
given in Table 1. 

The results analysis indicates that it is essen-
tial for some images to verify pixels for their 
belonging to either region, so the next stage of 
the algorithm may give the better segmentation. 
The comparison of Fig.lb) and Fig.lc) shows 
that objects (nuclei cells) are colored more 
homogeneously because of region merging. 

After segmenting the image "nuclei2" the num-
ber of color has reduced to 2 (Fig. 1). If algo-
rithm has kept more than 2 colors ("nuclei3". for 
example) nuclei have no exact uniform distribu-
tion of colors. The objects by itself have some 
king of "disseminations" of dark colors, so in this 
case the program has marked these points out to 
another region. Thus the wholeness of the nuclei 
has been kept. 
In the case of quite homogeneous nuclei by color 
when they are good distinguished from back-
ground, the program leaves two colors - object 
and background (Fig.2) 
As compared to known algorithms used statis-
tical homogeneity this algorithm gains in pro-
cessing time due to modifications in gradient es-
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timation by Sobel operator and to applying of 
hue values calculation procedure. In particular, 
the proposed discontinuity finding procedure al-
lows to reduce processing time by 15-20% com-
paring with Sobel algorithm for edge detection 
[23]. The same advantage is brought by RGB-
HSV conversion. Comparative analysis of modi-
fied procedures of gradient calculation and HS V-
transformation is shown on Table 1. 

From the segmentation quality point of view, our 
algorithm gives better results then algorithms 
based on standard histograms because it uses 
not only global information about pixels inten-
sity in image but it considers the discontinuity 
of local region pixels. The region extraction in 
hue space allows to avoid result dependencies of 
opacity and object-background clearness while 
algorithms which have used color without a pri-
ory information about image uniformity highly 
depends on image quality, number of colors and 
clearness of bounds between objects and back-
ground. Disadvantage of our algorithm is the 
fact that it is still not universal one due to the 
thresholds needed on different stages of the algo-
rithm and optimized for qualitative nuclei cells 
extraction. 

7 Conclusion 

A new homogeneity and color characteristics his-
tograms based algorithm for color medicine im-
age segmentation is proposed in this paper. It 
differs from known methods due to its basing on 
sequential homogeneity, color and intensity his-
togram processing. The proposed modified edge-
detecting algorithm by Sobel operator and the 
procedure for RGB-HSV transformation essen-
tially reduce number of operations and speed up 
the segmentation process. This algorithm can be 
used to process different kinds of color images. 
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Figure 2: Results of the algorithm: a) original image "Nuclei2", b) segmented image (after thresh-
olding), c) segmented image after merging procedure, d) homogeneity histogram, e) hue histograms 
f) hue histograms. 
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Figure 3: Results of the algorithm: a) original image "NucleiS", b) segmented image, c) homogene-
ity histogram, d) - e) hue histograms 


